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The recent emergence of global anti-capitalist and anti-war movements has
created a space within which Marxism can flourish as it has not been able to
for a generation. Nevertheless, while, the anti-capitalist movement emerged
in part as a protest against grotesque increases in global inequality that
would have been readily recognisable to Marx, it did so in the wake of the
break up of the Eastern bloc and the subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union
which informed the belief, widespread among activists, that Marx’s theory
of revolution has little, if any, relevance to the modern world. More specifi-
cally, the collapse of Stalinism has been read by many historians as the con-
crete negation of the Marxist political project, such that, while many would
accept that insights may be taken from the work of Marxist historians, the
suggestion that there now exists a distinctive and defensible ‘Marxist history’
is widely regarded as anachronistic. Moreover, whereas Marx articulated a
sophisticated epistemology, the Stalinist tendency to reduce Marxism to a
crude form of positivism meant that the resulting bastardised form of histor-
ical materialism became highly susceptible to criticisms from theorists and
historians associated with what has become known as the ‘linguistic turn’ in
historiography. An aim of this book is to show that by disassociating
Marxism from the legacy of Stalinism Marxist historiography need not
retreat before these criticisms; and that, once rid of this incubus, Marx’s
theory of history can be shown to be sophisticated, powerful and vibrant. 

In chapter 1 I argue that Marxism offers a unique, and scientific, basis
from which to carry out historical research, and one that differentiates it
from the twin failures of the traditional empiricist and the post-modernist
approaches to historiography. As distinct from the former, Marxism offers a
defensible basis for the selection of evidence, while it posits both a model of
language and a method of research which, unlike the latter, are adequate to
the task of conceptualising the socio-historical totality.

In chapter 2 I outline Marx and Engels’ theory of history, and some of
their attempts to actualise that approach in their historical studies. I argue
that Marx and Engels offered neither a mechanically deterministic nor a vol-
untaristic approach to the study of history, but suggested rather a powerful
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method for grasping both the material parameters within which agents act
and the historical nature of human agency itself. 

I discuss the development of their approach within the Marxist movement
in the half century or so after the deaths of Marx and Engels in chapter 3.
Against much received wisdom on the subject, I argue that Marxists in both
the Second and the Third Internationals produced powerful interpretations
and applications of Marx’s method, which culminated, on the one hand, in
the publication of Trotsky’s History of the Russian Revolution and Lukács’s
History and Class Consciousness and, on the other, in the emergence of the
tradition of ‘people’s history’, realised most famously in the work of the
great historians who emerged from the Communist Party of Great Britain
Historians’ Group in the 1950s. 

Chapter 4 offers a critical survey of debates on the application of Marx’s
concepts of ‘mode of production’ and ‘relations of production’ to the
attempt to periodise history. Beginning with an analysis of V. Gordon
Childe’s discussion of pre-history, I move to outline debates on the slave,
feudal and Asiatic modes of production, before examining contested concep-
tualisations of the transition from feudalism to capitalism generally and
bourgeois revolution specifically.

Marxist debates on the perennial issue of structure and agency are con-
sidered in chapter 5. Beginning with a comment on Marx’s classic solution
to this debate as articulated in ‘The Eighteenth Brumaire’, I move on to
survey the contributions of Sartre and Althusser, and the debates between
Perry Anderson and Edward Thompson, before concluding with an over-
view of the contributions of Alasdair MacIntyre, in his early Marxist period,
Alex Callinicos and the school of critical realism. I conclude that Marxists
have made a series of powerful contributions to this question, which, at
their best, successfully navigate between the twin errors of reductionism and
voluntarism.

Finally, in chapter 6 I discuss competing Marxist attempts to periodise the
contemporary – post-modern – conjuncture, paying attention to the sugges-
tion that the post-modern world is one characterised by the defeat of the
socialist alternative to capitalism. I argue that the notion of ‘defeat’ is itself
somewhat slippery, as it is employed in the post-modern models of a series
of contingent defeats for the labour movement and a systemic defeat of
socialism as embodied in the collapse of the Soviet Union and its satellite
states. Against those who claim that the demise of the Soviet Union marks
the death of Marxism, I argue that the thesis that the Soviet regime and its
sister states were ‘socialist’ is an inversion of Marx’s understanding of social-
ism and that their collapse has little relevance to the fortunes of Marxism. 

I conclude that Marxism remains as valid today as it has ever been, and
that Marxist historiography offers a powerful tool for historical research
that acts, first, as a potent critique of those who would attempt to natural-
ise capitalist rationality and, second, as a source both of inspiration for con-
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temporary activists and, of political lessons from which radicals would do
well to learn. The world may have moved on from 1871 in Paris, 1917 in
Russia, 1956 in Hungary, 1968 in France, 1981 in Poland, etc., but capital-
ist social relations still prevail, and lessons can be learned by contemporary
anti-capitalists from these and many other social movements.

Research for this book grew out of work I did for Perry Anderson,
Marxism and the New Left (Merlin, 2004) and my essays in two collections
I co-edited: Historical Materialism and Social Evolution (Basingstoke, UK,
2002), and Alasdair MacIntyre’s Marxist Writings (Leiden, NL, 2006); it is
informed also by essays I have had accepted for publication in the journals
Contemporary Politics, Historical Materialism, History of Political
Thought, Studies in Marxism, Studies in East European Thought and Science
and Society. Writing this book was possible only because Kristyn Gorton
endured my bizarre work patterns and read every word of the manuscript
several painful times; my hat goes off to her. My understanding of the
Marxist theory of history has been greatly improved by advice from and dis-
cussions with numerous people over the years. The list of those to whom I
am thus indebted includes, but is by no means limited to, Alex Callinicos,
Neil Davidson, Joe Hartney, Paul McGarr, Giuseppe Tassone and my com-
rades on the editorial board of Historical Materialism. Thanks also to
Jonathan Bevan and Alison Welsby at Manchester University Press, and to
Dave Packer, Ron Price, Roger Richardson and Ben Watson for their help
with the manuscript of this book. Finally, I benefited greatly from my friend-
ship with Brian Manning in the decade or so before his untimely death in
2004. Brian was a historian of the first rank; he was also a socialist activist,
and from his early membership of the Labour Party, through his activity in
CND and the New Left to his later membership of the Socialist Workers’
Party, he successfully married political activity with a deployment of his
command of the history of the English revolution to inspire as well as inform
younger activists. It is to Brian’s memory that this book is therefore dedi-
cated.1 I dedicate it also to my sons, John and Matthew, in the hope that they
might, one day, be inspired by the kind of history that Brian, and those like
him, wrote and continue to write.

Note

1 For my thoughts on Brian’s contribution to the historiography of the English
Revolution see my introduction to a review essay which he submitted to
Historical Materialism shortly before his death: P. Blackledge ‘Brian Manning:
The People and the English Revolution’ Historical Materialism 13:3, 2005.
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